Assembling Instructions for the
KS7350 FOLDING Z KEYBOARD STAND
SETUP
1. Remove unit from box and inner bag.
2. Unthread both female knobs with washers from the
treaded stud located where the horizontal and vertical
square tubing of the box beam are connected.
3. Take the two folded rectangular sections and swing the
upper and lower support arms all the way until they lock
into their position to make two Z sections.
4. (This might require two people)With the threaded studs
facing each other place the box beam onto the threaded
studs making sure the box beam sits flush with the side
arms of the box beam go around the front and back of the
vertical rectangular tubing. Note the width adjusting knobs
on the box beam and the height adjusting knobs should be
facing the same direction. Secure box beam in place with
the female knobs with washers.
5. Adjust the width of the stand by loosening the two male
knobs on the box beam and adjust to your desired position
making sure not to have less then 3” over hang for your
equipment on either side. Tighten width adjusting knobs.
6. Adjust height of the stand by loosening the large knobs on
the vertical rectangular tubing. The first height position is
with the inner rectangular tube all the down inside outer
rectangular tube.
7. The second height position is when you raise the inner
rectangular tubes to the first hole with a horizontal notch.
Position the horizontal notch on both sides so it positioned
right at the top of the outer tube. Secure the height
adjustment knobs.

8. Follow step 7 for third to and including the sixth height
positions.
Before you proceed or put any equipment on
your stand is to make sure that all knobs are
tightened to prevent any damage to your
equipment or personal injury.

9. Place to foam rest pads on the upper support arms
So your equipment will not rest on the metal of the support
arms
10. Carefully place your equipment on the stand and
make sure you do not have less then 3” of over
hang on either side. If you have less then 3”
remove your equipment from the stand and see
step 5.
NEVER move or adjust your stand
with equipment on it to prevent damage
to the stand, your equipment, or personal injury

Folding up for Carrying or Storage
1. Remove your equipment from the stand.
2. Loosen height adjusting knobs on both upper supports
and position them all the way down. Tighten the knobs
3. (This might take two people) Remove the female knobs
with washers holding the box beam assembly to the Z
sections. Remove the box beam.
4. Take each of the Z sections and unlock the upper and lower
support arms and swing them all the way around until they
are positioned against the center vertical rectangular tube.
5. Place the two folded Z sections against each other with the
the threaded studs facing up and the height adjusting
knobs facing each other.
6. Loosen knobs on box beam.
7. Place box beam on the threaded studs making sure the box
beam is sitting flush and the box beam is not longer then
the folded Z sections. Place washers and thread female
knob on each threaded stud and tighten knobs.
8. Make sure all knobs are tightened before carrying.

Optional Accessories
KSB-6500 Keyboard Stand Bag
KSA7550 Second Tier
KT7800 3-Position X-Style Bench
KT7800+ 4-Position X-Style Bench

